AFFINITY

COLLECTION

AFFINITY

COLLECTION

YOUR STYLE ON DISPLAY
Jetta’s Affinity collection combines style with functional hydrotherapy.
These modern designs feature sleek lines while boasting optional spa
technology to give you the best of both worlds.
Whether your bathtub is a sanctuary of tranquility, a place for healing, or
simply a part of your standard daily routine - you deserve the best.
You deserve Jetta.

AFFINITY COLLECTION FEATURES
•

Simplicity in both drop-in and undermount options

•

Clean lines, flat lips, and spacious bathing wells

•

Available in rectangle and oval

•

Hydrotherapy: Whirlpool, Air, Soak, and Combo

•

High-gloss/ high-impact, UV-resistant acrylic will
not dull or fade

For 40 years, Jetta’s emphasis on delivering quality products with superior customer service has
made us a trusted industry leader. Take comfort in our hydrotherapy systems expertise which
is backed by our exclusive Stay Hot Guarantee. We offer a broad assortment of bath tubs and
bath systems which include the largest freestanding selection in the industry. Transform your
bathroom into a personal oasis for the ultimate at-home experience.

•

Totally insulated with polyurethane foam

•

10-year limited factory warranty

•

Linear waste & overflow

•

Stay Hot Guarantee
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InvisiJet

TECHNOLOGY

Exclusive to our Affinity Collection, our InvisiJet Technology houses the jet behind the tub wall to
maintain a seamless tub interior with a sleek, modern look.
Each compact InvisiJet needs only a ¼” opening in the tub wall to generate an invigorating whirlpool
action with the same caliber of sensation and benefits of the classic whirlpool.

HYDROTHERAPY
Whether your bathtub is a sanctuary of tranquility, a place for healing or simply a part of your
standard daily routine, you deserve the best. YOU DESERVE JETTA.

STAY HOT
GUARANTEE
A therapeutic soak will
leave your body and mind
feeling refreshed and
cleansed.
Available in all of Jetta’s
product lines, this
timeless hydrotherapy
will renew and rejuvenate
as you immerse yourself
in the Jetta spa escape.

Whirlpool hydrotherapy
works deep in your body’s
tissues, relieving tight
and sore muscles while
promoting rejuvenation.
Compact InvisiJets
provide you with the
same caliber of sensation
and benefits as classic
whirlpool hydrotherapy
while maintaining a
sleek, modern look.

Effervescent air bubbles
calm the mind, relax
nerves, and quiet the
entire body.
Balanced air flow
throughout maintains
even pressure in all
injectors, providing a
supremely spa-like
bathing experience with
multiple modes to suit
your every mood.

JettaWarm is our ALL-NEW surface heating system
secured beneath the acrylic in a blanket of insulation to
provide gentle warmth to your backrest.of your tub.

Recharge with dual
hydrotherapy sensations
as we combine JettaWhirl
and JettaAir into a single
spa experience. Their
fusion provides a distinct
bathing sensation when
the invigorating whirlpool
jet action merges with
relaxing bubbles in the
air bath.

Delight in the warmth of Jetta’s exclusive
warm water promise. Our Stay Hot
Guarantee is designed to draw the maximum
amount of heat from the foam insulated
JettaWhirl system and transfer it back
into your bath water. The result is a stable
bathing temperature for your at-home spa
experience.

Jetta guarantees that the water in our insulated
whirlpool baths will stay within 2 degrees of its
original fill temperature for 30 minutes of use
without an in-line heater.

HEAVY DUTY ACRYLIC
EXTRA THICK
FIBERGLASSING
FOAM INSULATION
PLYWOOD BASE
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YOUR STYLE ON DISPLAY

KNOX
Rectangle, Center Drain
J-59L 72x42x21
J-57L 72x36x21
J-55L 66x42x21
J-53L 66x36x21

FEATURES
•

Linear waste and overflow

•

JettaAir hydrotherapy option
with electronic keypad control

•

JettaWhirl and Combo
hydrotherapy options feature
InvisiJet technology

•

Foam insulated

•

Stay Hot Guarantee

PORTER
Rectangle, End Drain
J-58L

72x42x21

J-56L

72x36x21

J-54L

66x42x21

J-52L

66x36x21

J-51L

60x36x21

J-50L

60x32x21
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YOUR PLACE TO UNWIND
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OPTIONS & ACCESSORIES

ETTA

TUB COLOR OPTIONS

Rectangle, Center Drain

Color swatches are intended as a guide only and may vary from actual product color(s).
Affinity JettaWhirl and Combo tub are only available in White and Biscuit

J-530L 66x36x21

OVERFLOWS & DRAINS
* Only soaker and air models. Non-standard colors may require additional lead time.

YOUR PEACEFUL ESCAPE
POLISHED

WHITE

CHROME

GRAB BARS

BONE

POLISHED

POLISHED

OIL RUBBED

BRASS

NICKEL

BRONZE

BLACK

6” acrylic

LIGHTS
Two styles available. Clear
Mood Light or LED Light
with multiple color modes.

SPA PILLOWS

ROLL-UP GEL
PILLOW

SILICONE GEL
NECK PILLOW

DELUXE CONTOURED
NECK PILLOW

• Versatile design for neck or
lumbar support
• Molded silicone gel
• Approximate size: 16” x 10 ½ “
• Available in Aqua Blue

• New adhesive technology
• Remove and Reuse, no
residue left
• Molded silicone gel pillow
• Approximate size: 12” x 4 ½ “
• Available in Black and Aqua 		
Blue

• Suction cup attachment
• Polyurethane fill with
vinyl cover
• Approximate size: 14”x 6”
• Available in White
and Biscuit

SOFT
NECK PILLOW
• Suction cup attachment
• Polyurethane fill with
vinyl cover
• Approximate size: 11”x 5”
• Available in White
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